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Teaching art is basically a process of sharing socially derived 
knowledge about art wi th other persons. In order to communicate the 
cognitive configuration of art as it appears in our culture, it is neces -
sary to use language. In art education, the visual arts are often thought 
of as a non-verbal symbol system for encoding experience. For this symbol 
system to be socially known about, however, it must be codified in lan-
guage. As Hertzler (1965) has pointed out; "The key and basic symbolism 
of man is language. All the other symbol systems can be interpreted 
only by means of language?" (p. 29). Language is thus important in the 
conceptualization and teaching of art and warrants consideration 8S an area 
of inquiry by art educators. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine in a phenomenological way, the 
language by which our thinking about design has achieved form. Design is 
a central concept in the visual arts that is s hared with student s in art 
programs from elementary to graduate school. While many persons are able 
to recite, like a litany, the elements and principles of design, few of 
them seem to know why these are central to knowing about art or where the 
idea of elements and principles came from. As such, design deserves some 
conceptual unravel ing so that its social construction can be made apparent 
and reflected upon. 
Concepts and metaphor 
One of the ways in which human beings differ from 'other living crea-
tures is that they are able to alter and form their environment to a con-
siderable degree. This is evident in the changes that human beings have 
made in the physical spaces they use and in the transformation of natural 
substances into objects that anthropologists call material culture. Human 
beings, however, do not limit their structuring activities to only the physi-
cal world, they also form and build symbolic structures of meaning by which 
they shape, encode, and interpret their experiences in the world (Berger and 
Luckmann, 1966). Max Weber and Clifford Geertz have pointed out that what 
we know as human beings is caught up in "symbolic webs of significance" 
(Geertz, 1973, p. 5). 
An important aspect of these symbolic webs is that they are dependent 
upon metaphor. The philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (Danto, 1965), remarked 
that there is a fictive quality about knowledge. He stated that we make 
images of our experiences in the world with metaphors and thereby trans·-
form it . For Nietzsche, social knowledge was seen to be art work in that, 
like artists, human beings create illus10ns that pose as reality. He noted 
that over time, the symbolic structures in which our thoughts a r e housed 
can take on the appearance of truth. We become accustomed to interpreting 
exper i ences and structuring reality with particular kinds of meanings and 






knowledge come to lmve a life of their own in which their human author-
ship is forgotten. 
Recent inquiry into the ways that human beings structure experience 
with metaphors has been undertaken by Richard Harvey Brown (1977), and 
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (1980). Brown's analysis of metaphorical 
thinking shows that metaphors appear in ever y form of knowledge and are 
the tools we use to relate various kinds of phenomena to one another. 
Brown noted that knowledge is also perspectival in that knowing something 
is always knowing if from some point of view formed by metapho r. The 
anecdote about three persons viewing the Grand Canyon illustrates this 
quite well. The first person to view the canyon was a land developer. 
This person looked out over the landscape and said , "What a great sub -
division this would make!" The second person, a cattle rancher looked 
h d " • at t e canyon an said, What a place to lose a cow," The third person , 
a naturalist, looked and said, "What a work of art nature has wrought!" 
Each of these viewpoints enables us to metaphorically understand the 
Grand ~anyon as either real estate, an annoyance, or a work of art. 
Through the cognitive functioning of metaphor, our experiences can be 
expanded to include many meanings by which new awarenesses can be gained. 
Brown observed that there are three kinds of metaphors that we use 
in our thinking: iconic, analogic, and root. Iconic metaphors serve 
as models. They picture things and explain interrelationships of selected 
particulars to a whole . When artists are described as the type of persons 
who are creative geniuses, one aspect of the concept of human personality 
is being depicted as well as a model of the artist being given . Analogic 
metaphors involve comparisons as in the well known statement that archi-
tecture is frozen music. Root metaphors provide a paradigm or fundamen-
t al image of the world. These metaphors a re the basis for world view and 
as such, are not particularly consciously thought about. For exampl e ' 
the doctrine of "Art for Art's Sake" and the formalist aesthetic are' in-
extricable parts of the world view of twentieth century Americans. Like-
wise, the idea that the highest form of art is history painting was an 
integral part of the eighteenth century world view of the French. 
Lakoff and Johnson have focused on the process of constructing con-
ceptual metaphors and point out that metaphorical thinking is grounded in 
our encounters with physical or material objects and events. In their 
account, four types of metaphor are involved in conceptualization: orienta-
tiona l, ontological, structural, and new. 
Orientational metaphors refer to spatial orientations such as up-down 
and front-back. To illustrate, fine art is sometimes called high art, 
and New York City is considered to be the center of the art world. There 
is avant-garde art, and the art of the Low Renaissance and High Renaissance. 
Museums keep the Alma-Tademas and Bouguereaus down in the basement while 
the Estes' and Rodins are put on display in the upstairs gal l eries. 
Ontological metaphors deal with entities and substances. Art is 
often cast as an entity in that we say that someone is 1n art, into art, 
or has gotten out of the art field. Some people devote their lives to 
art, while at the same time, perhaps, making a living off of or out of art. 
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Other examples are: 
Movement gave birth 
ar t is a frill; 
to Art Nouveau. 
art enriches lif e ; the Arts and Crafts 
Structural metaphors involve st ructuring one concept i n terms of 
another. James McNeill Whistler's theory of art espoused in his "Ten 
O'Clock Lecture " structur es are in t erms of music. Many of Whis tler's 
paintings have titles that use the words: nocturne , caprice, symphony, 
variation, and arrangement. He used t hese words because he believe that: 
Nature contains the elements , in color and form, of 
all pictures, as the keyboard contains the notes of all 
mus i c . But the artist is born to pick and choose and 
group with sc i ence, these e l ements, that the result 
may be beautiful--as the mus i c i an gathers his notes, 
and forms his chords , until he bring forth from chaos 
glorious harmony. (Whistler, 189 0/1953, p. 142) 
New me t aphors relate concepts in unusual ways and give new understandings. 
In art, one of the most outstanding examples of new metaphor is the trans-
formation of the concept of art from the traditional view that it is a 
didactic and imitative ent erprise t o the modern view tha t it is s i gnificant 
form that obeys aesthetic laws. 
Lakoff and Johnson noted that by adopting one kind of metaphor. as-
pects of our experience become either highlighted or hidden. For example, 
as a part of the intel l ectual l egacy left by many nineteenth century artists, 
art is oft en thought of as a subjective experience dealing with the senses, 
personal expression, and feeling. By conceptuali zing a rt in this way, we 
tend to lose sight of the cognitive and objective aspects of art experience. 
The concept of design 
Design can mean: to conceive, invent, f orm a plan f or, to draw a 
sketch of, a visual composition, a pattern, a drawing or a sketch, and the 
invention and disposition of the forms, parts, or details of something 
according to a plan (Mo r ris , 1976, p. 357). In the Dictionary of Art, 
design i s described as: 
The arrangement of the visual e lements of an obj ec t 
or a work of art . In paint ing and sculpture, line, 
form , space, light, and color a r e among the elements 
that must be controlled in a consistent system, or 
through design, to c reate the des ired image. In 
architecture and the decorative arts, design involves 
integrating f unctional necessity and a system or 
vocabulary of ornament •..• Design is the vehicle of 
expression for the designer, and it r eveal s the basic 
concepts of man varying with each era. The other 
definition of the word "design" as a preliminary 
sketch for a work of art i s less important i n 
contemporary uBuage . (Schwartz , 1969, p. 246) 
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These contemporary conceptions of design are derived from root 
metaphors shaped through social action in a historical and cultural con-
t ext. From a r eview of some of the literature about design , there ~ppear 
to be five major root metaphors fo r housing this concept. I have cal led 
t hese: Disegno / Dessin, Nature, Ornament, Geometry , and Visual Grammar . 
Disegno/Dessin 
One of the earliest contexts (or design was formed by the Italian 
Renaissance . Design was known as disegno and had several meanings. For 
example , in northern Italy, many painters began their work by drawing 
outlines t o indicate the edges of an object so that they would know whe re 
t he colors to be applied would begin and end. This linear representation 
of objects was called disegno which lite rally mean t drawing. Piero della 
Francesca (Baxandall, 1972) defined disegno as the "profiles and con-
tours which enclose objects" (p. 141) . 
Alberti (1972) noted that disegno or "circumscription by itself is 
very often most pleasing" (p . 67). In his theor y of art , circumscrip t ion, 
along with composition and reception of light , were the essence of painting 
fo r these can be found in nature. As a humanist, Alberti viewed painting 
as an ac tivity governed by r eason because all of existence conformed to 
general rules and order . Painters had as their purpose the r endering of 
the literal world in order to show these truths. Thus, a painte r had t o 
know about optics and geometry so that nature could be portrayed on a 
flat s urface in an orderly way as it was actually seen. Disegno or cir-
cumsc r i ption, then, involved sketching the outlines of the figures and 
objec t s in perspective with correct proportion and proper spacing as re-
flec t ed in the artist's composition based on na ture's organiza tion. 
Disegno could also refer to the rough sketches presented to patrons 
that showed the content and arrangement, or idea , of a wor k . When approved . 
the work would then be brought to compl etion by t he master and the appren-
tices (Paatz, 1974, p. 27). 
Another meaning of disegno was the crea tion of an idea for othe r s 
to execute . A considerable part of Michelangelo 's work cente r ed on making 
initial "designs" and sketches for other artists to carry out (Cl ements . 
1961 , p. 185). Mi chelangelo was a great exponent of disegno. He believed 
that design was the fo undation of every art form because in design one 
composed , arranged, and created images by means of drawing. Underlying 
Michelangelo's advocacy of disegno was a Neo-Platonic conception of painting 
and sculpture as embodying Ideas . As espoused by Leonardo, drawing s howed 
the visible form of an idea and invention which existed in t he imagination 
(Blunt, 1956, p. 36). According t o Michelangelo , the artist captured 
bas ic form. Thus, artists must first learn how to draw because design 
"is the root of all sciences" or knowledge (Clements. 1961, p . 310) . 
The painter, Federico Zuccaro (Blunt, 1956), conceived of disegno 
i n a similar way. For Zuccaro , there were s tages in the existence of an 
Idea: from the mind of God to the minds of the angels to the minds of 
men. This disegno interno had no substance, but r eflected the divine in 
human beings. Zuccaro made a pun out of disegno and pointed out that the 
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word could be derived from segno di Dio (Blunt, 1956, pp. 141-142). 
Vasari's version of disegno also suggests "that drawing is a sign or 
symbol of a deeper truth" (Paatz, 1974, p. 16). His understanding of 
disegno 1s worth quoting at length because he brings together several 
significant points. 
Seeing that Design, the parent of our three arts, 
Architec ture, Sculpture, and Painting, having its 
origins in the intellect, draws out from many things 
a general judgment, it is like a form or idea of all 
the objects in nature, most marvelous in what it 
compasses, for not only in the bodies of men and 
animals but also in plants, in buildings, in sculp-
ture and in painting, design is cognizant of the 
proportion of the whole to the parts and of the 
parts to each other and to the whole. Seeing 
too that from this knowledge there arises a certain 
conception and j udgment, so that there is formed in 
the mind that something which afterwards, when 
expressed by the hands, is called design, we may 
conclude that design is not other than a visible 
expression and declaration of our inner conception 
and of that which others have imagined and given 
form to in their idea. (Quoted in Paatz, 1974, p. 16) 
Another painter, Armenini (1586/1977), pointed out that there are 
different versions of disegno. Some artists "have said that design must 
be speculation born in the mind and an artful intellectual zeal put into 
action in accordance with the beautiful Idea" whereas others say it "is 
the science of the fine and regular proportions of everything seen, with 
an orderly composition in which gracefulness is created by appropriate 
measures, which may be attained through study and through the divine grace 
of good reasoning born of and nourished by studyll (p. 109). Armenini 
accepted these opinions, but considered as more important: 
that design be as a living light of a fine mind and 
that it be of such strength and so universally 
necessary that he who is wholly lacking in it would 
be like a blind man, in that it is the visual eye 
that causes our minds to know what is decent and 
graceful in the world. (p. 110) 
Armenini stated that those persons who have mastered design have "a complete 
knowledge of beauty, grace, and proportion, and truly grasp their eminent 
virtues ••• " (p. 112). 
This Italian conception of art, artists, drawing, and design spread 
throughout Europe. It was the French version of this conception, however, 
that became the dominant force in shaping the subsequent style of art. 
In the French Royal Academy, it was believed that students needed to 
begin their s tudies with drawing, especially outlining or the des sin au 
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trait. Such instruction was given a t the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, cons is ting 
of drawing from antique casts and live models as well as lessons in anatomy 
and perspective. Study of sculpture and the human figure was impor.tant 
because ideal form was contained within them. The artist was not to 
actually imitate Nature. but t o improve upon it and show beauty as it 
reposed in the ideal forms for the edification of the viewer of the art work. 
Study of this sort involved using linear design as the foundation of visual 
representation (Boime. 1971, p. 18). In France, dessin. as derived from 
disegno, emphasized structural design or the sketch composition (Boime, 
1971, p. 81). The sketch was c rucial to the artistic process and was synon-
ymous with composition. It was a preliminary step that showed the artist's 
premiere pensee. One could see the artist's arrangement for a final work 
and note "the spontaneity and movement of his initial inspiration" (Boirne, 
1971, p. 10) . One of the methods of instruction used in the lectures at 
the French Royal Academy was to analyze completed works through discussion 
informed by categories for judging good art . There were derived from 
qualities to be found in the sketch: invention, proportion, color, expres-
sion, and composition (Pevsner, 1940, p. 94). 
, ' 
The French also established ecoles de clessin in the provinces so 
that students in these areas could receive instruction in drawing before 
making their entrance in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. The Beaux-Arts pre-
pared artists in the arts of design: painting, sculpture. and architecture. 
These were a l so called the beautiful arts and the fine arts. Artisans in 
the c r afts and trades, or mechanical arts, also entered the drawing school , 
but not the school of fine arts. In the ecoles de dessin, artisans were 
to improve their taste and produce satisfactory designs and patterns for 
manufac tured objec t s, and to understand the designs prepared for these 
objects by the artists. 
Eventually, the idea of schools of design spread to England where they 
were established primarily for the purpose of training artisans in the 
decorative arts. Design in this context referred to applied art and the 
composit ion of ornamental patterns for manufactured items such as t extiles, 
silverware, and pottery. 
In this section, the language by which design has been conceived is 
highly symbolic and fictive. Design is grounded in a physical fea ture (an 
outline) and an action (drawing lines) . In this form, design is an iconic 
metaphor in that it represents and is a sign for the edge of a mass or 
object. It is iconic, too, as a sketch. The drawing of outlines to form 
a picture is related to the pattern of life in the Renaissance . Baxandall's 
(1972) analysis offers insight into some of the analogic metaphors. There 
is an analogy between the painter surface and what is seen in nature. 
Another is between the widespread practice of mercantile geometry or gauging 
and the masses in drawings. Gauging involves being able to mentally r educe 
objects to geometrical figures in order to assess the volume of a commodity 
(p. 86). The viewer of a painting or sculpture could thus appreciate the 
masses delineated in the artist's work. One more analogy occurs between the 
practices for penetrating space and showing distance: surveying, plane 
geometry, and perspective, and the religious conception of the spiritual 
eye in which sight becomes keener in Heaven (p. 104). The spiritual eye con-
cept was symbolically present in the composition of a painting of religious 
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figures. Then there i s the conception of design as the Idea or being in 
the intellect, which is a structural metaphor. Design as the root of all knowled~e is structural, too. Design is the way to know beauty, grace, and 
proportlon . These terms were drawn from the literary criticism of the human-
ists and create another structural metaphor. Lastly, design as a working 
drawing returns design t o an iconic metaphor. 
Nature 
The next conceptualization of design focuses on nature, especially on 
the observation and study of plant, animal, and roc k forms. This conceptuali-
zation was rooted in the context of life in mid-nineteenth century England. 
Many artists and designers at this time may have shown an int erest in 
the forms of plants because of the availability of medieval books on medi-
cine called Herbals or Books of Health (Hatton, 1906/1960). These were 
catalogues of plant descriptions and included Woodblock prints of the plants 
so that they could be identified. The accuracy of these prints was some-
what questionable, but they were quite attractive from a decorative and 
aesthetic viewpoint. Gradually, with the rise of s'cientific inquiry into 
nature's secrets, the Herbals developed into books on botany with accurately 
drawn images of the plants. 
In addition to the influence of botany, the concept of design was shaped 
by the practice of the medieval artist and the rise of decorative design. 
The writings of deSigner and architect, August Northmore Welby Pugin (B~e 
1957) were particularly influential. Based on his r eligious convictions,' 
Pugin believed that medieval art and the Gothic style were more honestly 
Chris tian than the classical style derived from the Greeks. He painted out 
that classical art and architecture were based on pagan themes. Further, 
the Greek temple was an exercise in deception because stone was used in the 
same manner as Wood. Beauty cannot be achieved through disguise, but through 
functional forms appropriately decorated. Medieval artists were to be ad-
mired because they used materials in a way that reflected the material's 
character and they also adhered closely to natural forms. They knew the 
principles of art, reason and function, by which a good design was created. 
As such, there were two rules to follow in design: 
1s t, that there should be no features about a building 
which are not necessary for convenience, construction, 
or propriety; 2nd, that all ornament should consist of 
enrichment of the essential construction of the building. 
(Quoted in B~e, 1957, p. 25) 
To put it another way, all parts of a design were to be there for a purpose. 
The design should fit the materials used and be appropriate to the !nted-
ded function for which it was made. 
John Ruskin (B~e, 1957), likewise spoke against the pagan origins of 
art underlying the Renaissance and the classical style. He, too, embraced 
the idea of natural beauty and the Gothic ideal. He believed that nature 
was enobling. It was the source of beauty and happiness wherein lie grace 
snd peace. In looking at nature, one looked at God and saw His law. The 
creation of art and design based on the study of nature was a praise of God. 
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Ruskin compiled a list of what the artist and designer should loo k at in 
nature based on the order of their nobleness. One should begin with 
crystals, waves, fire, c louds, shells, and fish, and end with reptiles, 
insects , vegetation, birds, mammalian animals, and man, in that order. 
B~e (1957) noted that Ruskin's thoughts "echoed the Christian conception 
of man as the flower of creation" and the order of the list of natural 
forms resembled the Biblical order in which they were cr eat ed (p. 96). 
Ruskin deplored geometrical and conventionalized designs and maintained 
that only the direct representation of natural form should be us ed in 
decoration and ornament. 
The designer William Morris (B~e, 1957) was influenced by Ruskin's 
ideas while attending Oxford. Morris admired the medieval artists because 
beauty grew out of everything they did. The teachers of the designe: should 
be Nature and History. For Morris, design was not a science conform~ng to 
a set of rules, but experience derived from a solid knowledge of natural 
forms, drawing, and the designer's own work. Evidence of this was apparent 
in Morris' own designs for wallpaper, chintzes, and other home furnishings. 
Typical motifs that Morris used were the daisy, honeysuckle, and the dove. 
Walter Crane, artist, designer, illustrator, teacher. and a friend of 
William Morris, published several texts on design. In one of these, Line 
and Form (1900), Crane stated that there were three fundamental elements 
or essentials of design: line, form , and space. He advocated looking at 
the "organic structure of nature : the radiating ribs of the scallop shell 
••• the set of feathers upon the expanded wing of a bird .•• the scales of fish; 
the scales of a pine-cone or artichoke" (p. 135). From such observation, 
one can perceive organic lines reflecting life and growth. These are apparent, 
too, in the shapes and form of leaves, trees, foliage, and space found in 
landscapes. The principles of harmonious composition can be discovered in 
nature. These "are illustrated throughout the visible world by the laws and 
forc es of the material universe. It is for the artist to observe and apply 
them in his own work of re-creation" (p. 159). 
Lilley and Midgley (1905), in A Book of Studies in Plant Form with Some 
Suggestions for Their Application to Design, maintained that good taste 
cannot be developed by a designer without study of nature's principles. These 
principles, as exemplified by the perfection of a cyclamen leaf, are: gra-
dation, symmetry, contrast, repetition, variety, and radiation. In addition, 
one must consider fitness of purpose. Altogether, these principles of nature 
are synonymous with the principles of design. 
In a textbook series for the public schools, The Use of the Plant in 
Decorative Design, Maude Lawrence and Caroline Sheldon (1912) defined design 
as the completed plan for a project. They claimed that "all good design 
conforms to certain definite principles" in order to achieve beauty (For 
the Grades, p. 9) . These are: fitness to purpose, truthfulness to materials, 
unity, balance, and repose leading to proportion. These principles ar~ evi-
dent in the laws of growth to which plants co~form. In the books, var10US 
types of ornament are created by developing motifs from leaves, the poppy, 
the cowslip, the quince, the cherry, and the squash. 
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In ano t h .. r cut f or l h" .choo18 , ~$isn1n& .. ith Wild Y10wc u , N .. nle 
Sait h (1921) " tated that th .. re are lawa ot b~uty mad .. apparant In .rt 
principla". "N. t ur .. revcals to all or uS """, .. tiling of eh .. Illv!ne Pl llll, if 
.. e but recoBnlz.e it and I:Jlke the til:le t o lIet In t un... !very tiny plant 
t eaehe$ le"lIOnll in ord .. r, fitne". , .nd raC ine:o .. nt t o t hose .. 100 p"uee t o ~ee." 
(I" 8) Saotth recOClltlcnded thre .. WlIye to look lit a plant' 88 e botanht "to 
diecover the lIarv .. h of plant life . " u an artJ.."t "to find bc.auty or l in .... 
for_, and color. " and as a dll .. 18nllr "for 8 l.mple~ detailll that .... My adap~ 
to .. lIny uee .. " (I'. 13). For t he purpose of a tudying de" tgn, SmIth providlld 
a desIgn. vocabuluy that expreuad tha princ1ple .. of beauty . "The Greek .. 
conaid"red th .. elements of b-auty to be balance, symmetry. rhythm, ha~ny 
lind unIty". (I'. 14) • 
nUl langU3C" by .. hich d .. lIlgn IIppe.ra U nature ill quite met.phorical. 
o...lBn shows or r eflectM the plan of natllC" and God. Thts is ao konlc 
.etaphor. TI~t principles of daa18n at .. the Saa .. as tho~c found In na ture 
ailoi t i"" a struct ural aatapho r . The idea tnat deaign is equal t o beaut y 
1M ao .na10gy. ~ign ia in natur e or 11 to b. found in natura il an 
ontol08i cal aatAphor . rhe al$Oc1ation of purpo .. e and funct ion Aa cllaracter-
iaticY or easentials of design a r e alao ont ological. Ther e Is a n~ .eta-
phor 10 the a .. i t ch of inaplr.:l.Uoo fo r 100d d."i&O f..,. PllAan and claulu l 
art t o Chria tiAn and GothIc ~8ar,. 
ornament 
The third conceptualization. desiln as ornamen t , 1s r elat ed t o t he 
concern. of d"ai8n~T" and manufac turara dur1ng th .. late nineteenth c .. ntury. 
Altl~u8h the ."nufacture and production of well dall1gn~d articles waa of 
in t er est throLlllbout Europe and the United StateN, it .. as the En8liah who 
contributGd th .. .,s t t hought t o thia .attar. Tt... contttt in whI ch orfUl-
..... t 111 ... bedded 11 One ahaped by industrialilil. the aducsUon of WOlken, 
and tile cultivatioo of Bood taste . 
A popular approach t D the problem of adueatin8 artiaan-wortcra in 
industry "al to provide thea with patter n books .. howinll hi.oI toriCIII It,las. 
decora t i va .ou141oIS. IItyll~ed natur.l fo ..... and mo tlCs fr~ the t~tlles , 
and c rsft~rk of foreigo countric • • 
Oo1a of the IDOlt CHm<lUM pattern bookll vaa Owen Jonu' (1910) , 
of Ornament. nu. illustration. vcrc larle .. nd printed in e010r. 
travaganea i ndica ted the graat i~portance of patterca. Of particul ar 
intlrlls t are Jonea' thirty-aeven propoaitiona that campTise the gener a l 
pr incplea or arranging form lind eolor in archit"ctur .. and decoratlva art . 
A..Ing theaa propo .. itlona ara nat."nt •• bout; fitn .... g . proportion , lind 
ltan.ony: the beautiful i.fI tru,, : o rn ...... nt should be derived throu8h geo-
... tr1cal cons trucUon; true snd beautiful proport Ion 18 the IIOg t dltticu.1 t 
to detect ~ reat. on r atioa sueh a. flva to ~lght and thr"" to seven; and . 
natural objects "hould not appear ea orua...en t .. unl .. ss t h", are st,lhed. 
"""ther chulc pattern book vaa Frllnz Heyer' .. 1888/1946) 
He,ar used t he terms ornaqent and d .. cora tion to 
Obj~;; in the abstract and the application of el""",nt .. t o hOlllutify th_. These eletrrenU 1II1: frOG Itli:Ollletr, 
and natural f o"",,_ Sourcaa of inaplrartion frOG th"a .... 1< ... ent" wH~ lh" 
diaper, .. quare, obloll8. and circle: c ry .. t al .. , clouds, and wav~: the laurel, 
oli ve, lotu .. , and 1 ... , plant. as vell " g fruit f!! lI t oona : tha lion . ea.gle, 
dolphin, and serpent: and tile human h_d .. nd figu ra. IHtcontton with t h .. "e 
ornamental Co"", .. all acc .. pUshed by "an:angtng and joining Dot s and LInes, 
o r b, c","biniog and d iv idlng Geometrical Figur ... . in accordanca with th" 
1 .... of rhythm, r cgul arity , aymmetry ... tc. n ( p. vi). Me,sr stil t ed that 
ther .. w .. re mer .. lllu~tra tlona of th" Antiquc than o ther se,les io the book 
hecausc it was the one st,le 1n vhkh "furm finds itM dOiaraat and OIOMt 
be..utl[ul ~preQ~lon" (I" v111). 
A major designer and contemporar, of Morria and Cnn .. vIS Chrili toph"r 
Dr .. au (1859 , 1873). Part of hia earl, " ar"er in design .. 1111 " p"nt Itudying 
bot.ny and drawins ho t anical illuatratlons. One of t he sev .. r a l book .. that 
hI! publ ished, Unity in V.rht y (1859) was .. 1IIIilar i n tharacter t o the 
IMdlevlil Herballl . In the Principle!! of Decorative Deaien 0.873) . Dr"" .. er 
addres .. ed the probl .. of educating t h" ~rting clall peraon aspiring to 
bcc~e a desIgner. As a des igner, nne had t o kuow the lawa of beauty and 
study th ... until tha differencl! be tween the beautiful and the u81, could 
be per c .. ived. DreeseI' of Carad [or th" dell i gner -to-b. ' 1 considers t ion. 
i l 1uatrations of the ornamentai and decorative motIfs of thM past , an 
app~oach to apprahandll18 beaut y in them. and guidelines fo r appl,ing t he 
laws of beauty to the desien of indu~trial product~. Drlaaar' a early 
thoorizlng ahout dealgn did not differ greatly f r o .. th.t of oth .. r des1gnera . 
Natu~81 form~ and ancient art v"ra the basics upOn .. hich the creation of 
beautiful deaigns , ornament. and d .. cor ation d .. pended. I ... t .. r. Drassar con-
a1d .. red non-representational and abstract design. baaed solel, on th .. 
r .. lation .. hip of 1inl , fo~. and color, to be beautiful in ttlclf. Thl$ 
ahif t from the dcaigD of orns-eet or decor ation to constructive d .. ~ign 
requir .. d that geoa.trlcal and abatr ac t fo"", evident in nll ture be s t udied 
tor t heir expressive power. The en .. rgy of growth se ... in bUNting buds and 
tha !apreaaion of Itr aoath In the bonea of a bird 's win8 v"r .. forc .. ful and 
"",v1nB if ca.ptured in a dea tan. Tha purely a n ia t k alllllllfltl of l1ne, fon, 
and color aean in Datural objects provided the srtls t and desJ5"" r with a 
meao .. for erpresstns , .. Ml11188 and ideas (~a. 1951 , PI'. 137-1)9). 
Richard Redgrava (1876), ao lnspector-General in the &r1t {8h Schoo1a 
of D .... ign. "hared • p. rMpactiva on dll." i&o t hat wall. aomI!Wha t . iIIilar to 
Dre •• er's. He noted that des ign snd ornam .. nt werM not the &4mll.. Desiln 
referred to the conatruction of obj"ct . for use and beauty, and incl uded 
ornllmentation. Ornament only lmplied the dacorll.tion of pr evious ly con-
..tructed object.. True desigoera and ornament.lists souBht out th" prin-
ciplell uaed by artl~t" at all timea to a tructurc dll.ai8n, and ornament of 
excellence. Exc"llenc .. in d .. i8n, or good taste, .. a8 achieved through the 
l a .. s of de .. ign drawn fra- th. fo re of objectll found 1n antlquitlel . nature, 
and for .. ign cultur... Pure des ign consid .. r ed style , conatructiDn. and 
utU ity. 
Thes .. ideas abo\Lt duiBn and ornaJOent were Hpouaed once Mg.-in ... i t h 
some variation, b, Fred Danial8 (1900) , Diractor ot Art Education in the 
Buffal o. New Ynrk Public Schools. DBnt .. ls .. aid, 
"All ornament and design, all art, is a result of the 
careful study of nature---and of geometry, of which 
nature is the embodiment .... In arranging a course in 
design we should, then, commence with nature, and 
lead toward the abs tract and ideal. This would in-
volve three steps: (1) Familiarity with natural forms 
(Primary grades.) (2) Study of naturalistic or 
slightly conventionalized units arranged conventionally. 
(3) Study of highly conventionalized and idealized 
designs (Intermediate and grammar grades.). (p. 22) 
Daniels noted that "there are certain lines, forms and principles of com-
position which have for centuries been regarded as elements of beauty" 
(p. 25) . These ideals of beauty in design grow out of sensual impres-
sions derived from nature. The elements of beauty in nature and ornament 
which all pupils should know are: fitness to purpose, a unit, repetition, 
alternation, contrast, growing point, symmetry, radiation, rhythm, composi-
tion of line, balance, repose, naturalistic, conventionalize, and curvatures 
such as the spiral, force, and grace. The idea about curvature comes from 
Ruskin. According to Daniels, the work of the designer is to seek ou t 
beauty. Beautiful designs grasp the spirit of nature (p. 188). Daniels 
remarked, too, that "Art is used to express ideas" (p. 13) and is enjoyed 
according to the spectators understanding of it. His art curriculum did not 
emphasize just the study of design as a future vocational endeavor, but the 
cultivation, refinement, and elevation of aesthetic ideals so that children 
would appreciate the best in art. Daniels conceived of art as being all 
objects made by human beings inclusive of paintings and household furnishings. 
None of these were considered beautiful, however, until they expressed an 
art idea, that is, doing it well. 
In design as ornament, the language refers mos t often t o ont ological 
metaphors. Design is in, coming from, or has characteristics of some kind. 
These ontological metaphors are: design comes from nature, geometry, and 
ancient art; design has laws and principles; design is in the construction-
structure of an object; design can express ; it can grasp the spirit of 
nature; and, it can be stylized , conventionalized, or idealized. Design is 
also a pattern or a motif which is an analogy . An iconic function is evi-
dent in: design shows good taste; and design is apparen t in non-representa-
tional and abstract imagery. 
Geometry 
The fourth major conceptualization of design involes the ideas of order, 
proportion, and geometry . These ideas were part of a cultural context that 
included a rising public interest in science and the Greek Revival styl e a-
round the turn of the century . 
One of the articulators of this conceptualization was Denman Roos (1907). 
Roos was firs t a lecturer on the theory of design in Harvard's department of 
architecture and, later, was a member of the Fogg Art Museum fine arts depart-
ment. He called his appr oach pure design. "Pure design is the arrangement 
and composition of lines and spots of paint for the sake of Order and Beauty, 
to give pleasure to the eye of the designer" (Ross. 1907. p. 6). Order is 
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revealed in nature and, by means of design, in works of art. Order , in 
which Beauty is found, is comprised of three parts or modes: harmony, 
balance, and rhythm. Ross believed that there were principles in . the 
practice of art as there were in any endeavor and especially s o in the 
case of science. If these principles for achieving Order through design 
could be defined and explained, as a science of art, then not only artists, 
but the public could understand how art is practiced. Ross used many 
examples to show how design contributed to Order. Some of these examples 
resemble the visual patterns that are a part of the Gestalt theory of 
perception, while others look like diagrams for simple problems in geom-
e try. A series of dots were arranged in several positions to show rhythm, 
and angles and arcs were placed i n a variety of relationships to show harmony. 
According to Ross, the terms and principles in his theory are "the form of 
the language" or the mode of expression used by artists . 
Ross was also interested in Jay Hambidge 's (1926, 1960) conception of 
design called dynamic symmetry. Hambidge's ambition was to discover the 
technical bases of design. Dynamic symmetry was based ent i r ely upon a 
geometry of proportional relationships that had been developed by the 
ancieht Greeks in the classical era. These Greeks understood how to con-
sciously use symmetry and rhythm to create excellent design. One of 
Hambidge's students, Christine Herter (1966), described his theory in this 
way: 
Dynamic symmetry, as an instrument of design, is a pre-
sentation of a natural law recorded by man in linear form, 
described geometrically and noted arithmetically. The 
spaces thus created are rectangles of particular shape and 
content. The relationship between their ends and sides is 
primarily one of area and not of line ••.• The natural law 
which determines t hese rectangles also determines their 
division and subdivision proportionately to their over-all 
shape. It makes these proportions knowable for what they 
are and gives the spaces so divided a dynamic, living 
quality. (p. xi) 
Dynamic symmetry involved such concepts as the root rectangle and the 
Law of Phyllotaxis. Root rectangles are achieved by drawing a square and 
then drawing a diagonal in it. A compass point is placed at the bottom of 
the diagonal line and then an arc is drawn from the top of the diagonal to 
the base line of the square. The result is a rectangl e. This exercise 
can be repeated by drawing a diagonal in the rectangle and drawing another 
arc. 
The Law of Phyllotaxis refers to the proportional distance between 
leaves on a growing plant. This proportion can also be seen in the arrange-
ment of seeds on a sunflower head. The swirled pattern of the seeds con-
sists of two rows. One direction has 34 seeds and the other, 55. Added 
together they make 89. These numbers belong to what Rambidge referred to 
as a summation series. Each number in the series is the sum of the numbers 
before it. This series is sometimes called the Fibonacci series after a 
thirteenth century Italian man who introduced Arabic numbers into European 
thought (Eves, 1964, p. 211). If any two succeeding numbers in the series, 
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such as 55 and 89, are divided, the lesser number into the larger, there is 
a ratio of 1.618 plus. If one divides the other way, the larger into the 
lesser, the result is a ratio of .618 plus. The difference between the 
ratios is the number I, or unity. The Greeks called this ratio the extreme 
and mean ratio. During the Middle Ages, the ratio was known as the Divine 
Section, and later on, as the Golden Section or Golden Rectangle. Any 
composition or design based on this proportion was believed to be satisfying 
and pleasant. Hambidge illustrated the use of dynamic symmetry in designing 
a chair, a book, and a compositional layout. 
Samuel Colman (1912/19·71) was likewise interested in harmonic proportion 
as the basis of design. He received some help from Hambidge, but his work 
was different from Hambidge's geometric analyses of squares and rectangles 
in that he focused more upon natural fonns. Colman stated: "Proportion is 
a principle in Nature which is a purely mathematical one and to be rightly 
interpreted by man through the means of geometry; therefore geometry is 
not only the gateway to science but it is also a noble portal opening wide 
into the realm of art" (p. 1). Colman analyzed the structure and design of 
snow crystals, diatoms, flowers, shells, butterflies, the orbits of the 
planets, and the human figure. He then showed how the proportional relation-
ships discovered in these things are used in the design of buildings. 
This conception of design was also adopted by Walter Dorwin Teague 
(1940) and Mariorie Bevlin (1970). Teague stated that "the art of design 
(is) the art of enforcing order on material substances for our service and 
statisfaction" (p. 40). He believed that there were laws of design of which 
one was rhythm of proportion as Hambidge conceived it. Others were: fitness 
to function and materials, unity, and simplicity. 
Bevlin stated that "Order, or design, can in fact be interpreted as the 
foundation of all living; consequently, any good design is, first of all, a 
plan for order" (p. 4). She believed that nature was the master of design 
in which there were fundamental truths or principles for the designer to ob-
serve.. These were a concern for rhythm, variety, balance, form, and unity. 
By combining the elements of line, color, texture, size, shape, and mass 
through these principles, the designer had all of the ingredients needed to 
create a design. 
Design as geometry is visible in the abstract structures of nature. 
This language casts design as an analogic metaphor. Other analogies about 
design are: dynamic symmetry is a process of design; design is arrangment 
and composition; and design is based on proportion. Design reveals order 
is an iconic metaphor, but design is order is a structural metaphor. Design 
is an art is a structural metaphor, too. Ontological metaphors are: design 
is pure, good or bad, and a thing to create; and, the structure of nature 
and geometry is reflected in design. 
Visual Grammar 
The fifth and last conceptualization of design is visual grammar. This 
conceptualization has its basis in the idea that art is a language and design 
is the grammar by means of which art or pure form speaks. To put it another 
way, art is communication and expresses the feelings and thoughts of the 
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artist. The context surrounding this conceptualization involves the 
aesthetic movement and the rise of individualism at the beginning of the 
twentieth century. 
One version of this conceptualization is found in Ann Ferebee's (1970), 
A History of Design from the Victorian Era to the Present. Ferebee stated 
that "style is the designer's language. Its grammar consists of form, line, 
color, texture, and material. In coherently combining these elements, de-
signers make statements--statements that are important because they provide 
a key to understanding the culture from which they emerge" (p. 8). 
An earlier version of design as visual grammar was taught by Arthur 
Wesley Dow (1924) at Columbia University . Dow published a book called 
Composition by which he meant "the putting together of lines, masses, and 
colors to make a harmony" (p. 3). He perf erred to use the word design rather 
than composition, but at that time design was conceived as decoration. Dow 
thought that composition, or design, was the fundamental process of all of 
the fine arts. A knowledge of composition provided the foundation for expres-
sion . I According to Dow, there are three elements of composition--line, notan 
or· dark-light, and color--that are to be arranged in fine relations or harmony. 
Harmony is created through the principles of composition which are: opposi-
tion, transition, subordination, repetition, and symmetry. These are "depen-
dent upon a great general principle: proportion or good spacing" (p. 21). 
The elements and principles together form the structure of art. 
For Roger Fry (1924), the elements of design arouse emotion which is the 
essential business of the artist. Fry listed five elements: line, mass, 
space, light/shade, and color through with the artist may directly convey 
feeling (p. 33). If the artist's expression rests upon these elements and 
their ability to general emotional states based in the physiological nature 
of human beings, then "the idea of Likeness to Nature" can be dispensed with 
as a test of good art (p. 38). 
Laslo Moholy-Nagy (1947), the first Director of the Institute of Design 
in Chicago, spoke of a new approach to art which he called a Design for Life. 
He said, "Art is the realm of emotional communication, inspired by the sub-
conscious as well as the conscious existence. Its imagery is inherent in 
and connected with the sensory experiences .•. " (p. 27) Moholy-Nagy did not 
support a hierarchy of the arts wherein painting was held in higher regard 
than the crafts and industrial design. All forms of art were equally valid 
in their ability to fuse function and content in design. Design 11is the 
organization of materials and processes in the most productive, economic 
way, in a harmonious balance of all elements necessary for a certain func-
tion" (p. 42). Design is necessary in all aspects of life: emotional experi-
ence, the ' family, labor relations, city planning, and working together. All 
problems in design are related to the basic problem of design for life (p. 42). 
Faulkner, Ziegfeld, and Hall (1941/1963) claimed that good design is not 
just applied, but is integrative. Design concerns a purposeful plan, con-
ception, and expression of an artist's knowledge and feelings (p. 372). 
llDesign is a kind of universal syntax through which artists communicate their 
ideas" (p. 377). There are three principles of design: balance, continuity 
or rhythm, and emphasis. These principles are guides in the organization of 
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the plastic elements: form, line, space, texture, and color, to achieve the 
two aims of organization-- form follows function and variety in unity--as they 
are seen in natural phenomena. 
According to Maitland Graves (1951), art is man-made order or form derived 
from natural order. To create form, an artist organizes the elements of 
design, of which there are seven: line, direction. shape. size or proportion, 
texture. value, and color. There are principles of des ign or laws of rela-
tionships that determine the ways in which the elements may be combined to 
achieve aesthetic order. They are: repetition, alternation, harmony, gra-
dation, contrast, dominance, unity, and balance . These principles are 
aesthetically valid because they are grounded in the phys ical world. The 
principles are also shared by the arts of music, poetry, literature, and 
ballet. 
Edmund Feldman (1970) maintained that learning about art is a matter of 
"reading" it. To do this, one has to study the language of art which in-
cludes the visual elements. design, and style. Through the language "of art, 
the artist expresses ideas and emotions . The elements of line, shape, light 
and dark, and color are combined and arranged by means of the principles of 
unity , balance, rhythm, and proportion. Through various combinations and 
arrangements, artists can make us feel calm, excited, happy or disappointed. 
"Art is an attempt to communicate ideas and feelings through vision" (p. 264). 
A popular text in basic design courses has been Art Fundamentals: 
Theory and Practice by Ocvirk, Bone, Stinson, and Wigg (1975). They stated 
that "art deals with visual signs to convey ideas, moods. or generalized 
emotional experiences. It may be called a language of visual signs" (p. 6). 
Art conveys no information as words do. The meaning of art is captured by 
means of intuition. "Works of art may be called unique form experiences 
intended to evoke sensation in the observer" (p. 9). The work of art should 
be approached with an aesthetic framework as one would approach poetry or a 
symphony concert. Because they do not partake of the practical, works of 
art are not the same as the work of designers and architects. A work of art 
has subject matter, form, and content or meaning. The artist responds to 
a subject and interprets it through form. Form includes the design or organ-
ization of visual devices or elements. These are: lines, shapes, values, 
textures, and colors. There are universal principles of design or rules of 
composition and harmony that are used in relating the elements to one another. 
Beauty of form can be achieved through orderly composition of the elements. 
The artistic arrangement of the elements can give pleasure wherein lies the 
content or meaning of a work. Aesthetic value is derived from the viewer's 
experience of the work and an interpretation of its content. 
In this last section, design conceived as visual grammar, there are also 
several types of metaphor. Structural metaphors are : deSign is a statement; 
design 1s a fundamental process of expression; it is a universal syntax for 
communicating ideas; and, the design principles are aesthetically valid. Some 
analogic metaphors are: design involves visual language; des ign is a pur-
poseful plan; it is organization; the elements and principles of design are 
derived from natural phenomena grounded in the physical world snd they are 
the same in all the arts . There is an orientational metaphor in design is 





the elements of design arouse emotions; design conveys feelings; design has 
seven elements; design is a part of the language of art; and design is a 
part of form. 
Conclusion 
From the twistings and turnings of the concept of design as it passed 
from mind to mind and generation to generation, it is clear that it is 
socially constructed knowledge derived from experience in the physical world. 
The concept has been embellished and expanded, as well as connected to 
other "fictive" ideas, through metaphor. Thus, metaphor is important, 
cognitively, to our understanding of design. The language by which design 
is configured in the Renaissance is the most symbolic compared to the lan-
guage used in the twentieth century. Design as visual grammar ref lects some 
of t he Renaissance meanings, but the reasons for design as an expressive 
device are not made clear. Much is taken for granted . 
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FUTURES RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES: A REPORT 
OF AN EXPLORATION OF A DELPHI STUDY 
Judith A. Kula 
Phoenix College 
In an unpublished "Second Report on a Survey of Doctorates in Art Edu-
cation" (Kula, 1979), the author examined the responses of persons with 
doctorates in art education with regard to those items which dealt with 
their perceptions of the field as it existed both at the time of the survey 
(Spring, 1978) and as they perceived the future might be. The responses 
suggested a lack of consensus regarding the present state of art education 
as well as little agreement regarding the direction(s) the field ought to 
be taking. Although the survey form used was quite lengthy, most informa-
tion solicited was provided with the exception of those questions regarding 
future projections. 
The results of the survey motivated this researcher (1) to investigate 
appropriate research methodologies to be applied to art education for fore-
casting future possibilities for the field and (2) to ascertain leadership 
groups in the profession who would be influential in planning for and de-
signing alternative futures for art education. 
At the National Art Education Association conference held in Atlanta 
in 1980, the author presented a session on "Futures Research Methodology 
and Potential for Art Education." During the session various futures re-
search methodologies were discussed with regard to their application to 
art education. It was assumed by the presenter that those participants 
in the session comprised a very broad leadership with varying areas of 
expertise in the field. It was also assumed that those persons who were 
still in attendance at the end of the session had an interest in futures 
research possibilities. 
At the conclusion of the session, 22 participants were asked to com-
plete Round One of a Delphi study questionnaire prepared for the purpose 
of eliciting responses regarding the future of art education. The Delphi 
method was selected as most appropriate to this exploration because it is 
a multi-step, systematic process for extracting l1expert" intuitive expec-
tations of alternative possible futures. 
Participants were provided ten statements for their responses. They 
were asked to (1) include the date they believed the statement would be 
implemented, (2) indicate the level of confidence they had in making the 
forecast and (3) rate the extent to which they believed this would be a 
desirable accomplishment. Space was provided for comments regarding each 
statement. Names and addresses of participants were obtained in order to 
prOvide feedback from Round One of the Delphi and to obtain responses to 
Round Two • 
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